
SOUTHWEST AIRLINE BCG STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTS MATRIX

Strategic management: Southwest airlines case study Current strategy . The BCG matrix also assumes that high growth
markets consume more cash in Average -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 Environmental stability Score Industry.

Supplier power The ability of the company to meet the demands of the market is very high. To increase
opportunity and reduce the threats the company should employ the strengths of the strong financial outlay and
engage in profitable projects to cover revenue base, and take advantage of the strong customer loyalty base
available for the company. Transport by railroad is not as popular amongst the people since it is not enough in
supply and not readily accessible. Pricing- This factor is the most important. Introduction of ultra low cost
carriers like Spirit and Frontier. Moscow Company introduction: Our company was established for more than
8 years since , and it has recently developed to be one of the strongest international enterprise of chocolate
industry of the world. The strength therefore for the company comes from working with the numbers of
passengers that it ferries between destinations on a low cost policy. Other important stakeholders held in
regard by the company are the employees of the company who are dedicated to working for the company,
suppliers who continuously accord support to the company as well as the immediate community that the
organization interacts with. Mergers and Acquisitions This challenge though Southwest company is also
engaging in it shows that the company is taking up its position within the international aviation industry in a
slow paced nature. For the company this poses the challenges for the company since they are investing in more
acquisitions which are on a low share of the market bringing in little returns although increasing the number of
destinations that the company can reach thereof. We are the chocolate producing company, producing many
varieties of chocolate. Organizations that have an effective management team are successful in developing a
strong organizational culture, utilizing managerial controls, and leveraging diversity. Buyer power The power
of the consumers has been decreased by the capability of the company to manage their flights and fleets. New
York: Oxford University Press. With the repeal of the Wright Amendment with the last clause expected to be
taken off in the company could easily take advantage of this opportunity and expand their market. They will
not fly outside the continental United States, 63 cities and 32 states. We provide equal employment
opportunities and a stable working environment with room for advancement 9. Laying off excess staff and
conducting an intensive study on which resources to save up on would create an opportunity of savings for the
airline. The opportunities for the company are those of penetrating the international market through mergers
and partnerships with other airlines so as to gain ground. Not only do we look after our customers but also the
planet by limiting waste and recycling used materials 8. These companies are engaged in acquisitions and
mergers in efforts to dominate more within the market which poses a threat to Southwest Airlines. It is also the
largest airline in the United States by number of passengers carried domestically in a year and the third largest
airline in the world by number of passengers carried. For the company this is a strength because consumers
and the market get to enjoy quality services as well as at an affordable price making it one of the most
profitable companies through opportunistic costs. Also to be an airline carrier that has the most productive
workforce, to guarantee the best flight possible for each and every passenger. The idea of expansion is also
feasible by that the company already possesses adequate resources from staff, to carriers and the capital to
launch into the new ventures could easily be raised with respect towards the financial reserves that the
company possesses. A legal issue with the Wright Amendment has over the years been a stumbling block for
Southwest Airlines as it acts as a limiter to the number of turn around flights that the company can offer. The
tool identifies the market as well as the organization on the grounds of level of market penetration and market
development. Number of flights- This is another consideration as clients may be interested in travelling back
and forth even within a day. This has caused some airlines to merge Eighty-five percent hedge position on
fuel. May 2, Southwest acquired Orlando-based AirTran Airways and expects to complete the integration of
the two airlines by  With other companies merging so as to take advantage of resources and opportunities
means that they are gaining more within the markets.


